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ABSTRACT
A new class of astronomical telescope with a primary objective grating (POG) has been studied as an alternative to
mirrors. Nineteenth century POG telescopes suffered from low resolution and ambiguity of overlapping spectra as well
as background noise. The present design uses a conventional secondary spectrograph to disambiguate all objects while
enjoying a very wide instantaneous field-of-view, up to 40°. The POG competes with mirrors, in part, because
diffraction gratings provide the very chromatic dispersion that mirrors defeat. The resulting telescope deals effectively
with long-standing restrictions on multiple object spectrographs (MOS). The combination of a POG operating in the
first-order, coupled to a spectrographic astronomical telescope, isolates spectra from all objects in the free spectral range
of the primary. First disclosed as a concept in year 2002, a physical proof-of-principle is now reported. The miniature
laboratory model used a 50 mm plane grating primary and was able to disambiguate between objects appearing at
angular resolutions of 55 arcseconds and spectral spacings of 0.15 nm. Astronomical performance is a matter of
increasing instrument size. A POG configured according to our specifications has no moving parts during observations
and is extensible to any length that can be held flat to tolerances approaching float glass. The resulting telescope could
record over one million spectra per night of objects in a line of right ascension. The novel MOS does not require preimaging to start acquisition of uncharted star fields. Problems are anticipated in calibration and integration time. We
propose means to ameliorate them.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The multiple object spectrograph (MOS) has been an elusive component to design effectively, because stellar objects
that are closely spaced cannot be differentiated from each other when their spectra overlap. The problem is compounded
by the noise floor raised from background radiation.
Today’s telescopes are assembling exquisitely detailed spatial maps of point sources but lack precise spectral data
associated with these points. The problem of MOS implementation is particularly acute in wide-field survey telescopes
that acquire tens of thousands of stars in a single observation. Typically these telescopes are panchromatic or they are
restricted to a few broad spectral bands and lack detailed spectra of all visible objects. It would be unusual for more than
1% of a star survey to contain detailed spectra. When it comes to recording finely detailed spectra, astronomers are
forced to specify a few targets from within a much greater quantity of visible objects. The trade-off, i.e., a few bands for
surveys or a few objects selected for detail, begs for a basic improvement in spectrograph design.
We introduce a double diffraction approach to the implementation of a MOS. The new method is intrinsically capable of
acquiring spectra for every object in the field-of-view (FoV) of a telescope, and in an embodiment with a new type of
primary objective grating (POG) the acquisition of spectra can reach into the millions of objects per observation cycle.
1.1 Historical Double dispersion
Isaac Newton’s “experimentum crucis” used a dual prism configuration.1 Newton’s sketch of the critical experiment is
shown in Figure 1. An initial prism produces a spectrum from a point source. A single ray of “homogeneal light” is then
selected. Newton found that the selected color is not further dispersed when directed through a second prism. With this
experiment Newton proved that white light could not be reconstituted from single colors, as was supposed by everyone
else from Aristotle to Descartes. As Newton did not know about spectroscopy, double dispersion was irrelevant to his
contemporaneous invention of a practical reflector telescope. It was specifically designed to eliminate dispersion.
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Fig. 1. Newton's sketch of his crucial experiment circa 1666: Sunlight light is focused by a lens onto the prism in the center.
A second prism placed behind a barrier that masks all but one color cannot further disperse the initial dispersion.

In 1819, Fraunhofer used a diffraction grating to create spectra from solar radiation, leading to the practice of using a
spectrograph in astronomical observation. Spectral bands seen in the sun were correlated with bands taken from stars,
linking the composition of the sun to distant objects that were observed as point sources. Distinctions between the sun
and stellar objects led to comparisons involving age, size, distance, and rates of motion.
Today, double dispersion is employed in the design of astronomical échelle grating spectrographs where cross-dispersers
disambiguate overlapping higher diffraction orders from each other by opposing two axes of dispersion. Unfortunately,
multiple sources work against an underlying assumption of the cross-disperser, i.e., the orthogonal spectra must not
contain any contaminating sources. Double dispersion broadens the free spectral range of the tightly packed higher-order
images formed by high resolution échelle gratings, but cross dispersion is only applicable to isolated objects.
1.2 Historical Primary objective grating
A coarse primary objective diffraction grating can be used to obtain spectra from all objects in the FoV of a telescope. A
simplified schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a POG as implemented in nineteenth and early twentieth century telescopes. Incident
plane waves are diffracted then magnified by a lens or mirror primary forming spectra of all sources at the receiver.

This historical POG method is best suited for widely separated objects, because adjacent objects produce superimposed
spectra. Worse yet, dark regions between the objects sit on a noise floor which contaminates those portions of the spectra
that are in the clear. Modern telescopes that are sensitive to faint objects encounter this noise floor limitation. Even
though the POG configuration offers all-spectra-all-the-time; the quality of the data is poor. The technique has seen little
use beyond solar eclipse astronomy where the source is isolated, and the background is insignificant in amplitude.

2. TEMPORAL SPECTROSCOPY
A basic instructional-level spectrometer may consist of a primary objective lens, a dispersion optic, and a reticule
microscope that can be swiveled to a measurable angle of dispersion. Typically, the student is instructed to look at a
source of illumination at a fixed angle of incidence i and note the correlation of spectral bands with angles of dispersion
r. When the disperser is a diffraction grating of pitch p, the wavelength λ of a spectral band at order-n can be determined
using the diffraction equation:
λ=

(sin (i ) + sin (r )) p
n

(1)

As an experiment proceeds over a period of time, the student can construct a table that will serve as a spectrogram. This
process can be described as “temporal spectroscopy” whereby a spectrum is assembled band by band over a work period.
2.1 Double dispersion of multiple sources
Consider Newton’s sketch in Figure 1. An entire spectrum of a single source appears after the first disperser, but the
second disperser contributes little or nothing to the further analysis of a given spectral line. Red remains red. On the
other hand, consider an experiment where two spatially separated sources are dispersed. The first disperser will radiate
different colors at common angles of dispersion; because the angle of dispersion r is shifted by the different angles of
incidence i. Then after the second disperser, each source produces a unique color appearing at a unique spatial position
that can be correlated to its original angle of incidence. Imagine the “experimentum crucis” with a second point source of
“heterogeneal” sunlight. This configuration would have resulted in two distinct colors being seen after the second
disperser. In Figure 3 we imagine how Newton might have made note if this experiment had been on his docket.

Fig. 3. Newton’s sketch is modified in a thought experiment. Suppose two heterogeneous light sources are dispersed
through the first prism, what would be seen after the mask and the second prism? Two colors at two displacements.

As shown in Figure 4, a full spectrum is divided by double dispersion into subsets depending on the color and positions
of the sources. Newton’s single source would appear as one color in one oval. Two sources would be separated as two
ovals in two positions. If the sources were taken from the firmament, they could be seen in an array selected by color.

Fig. 4 Simulation of a spectrum (A) selected by double dispersion for one source (B), two sources (C); night sky (D & E)

2.2 Data reduction

Fig. 5 Simulation of three frames - Crosshairs track one star with amplitude of that star at three wavelengths circled above.

Assembly of complete spectra by double dispersion requires that sources precess. Figure 5 shows a simulated precession.
A spectrum is superimposed over the precession in the three frames on the left. The output of the spectrograph for one
latitude line is shown on the right hand side. One target is shown at a cross intersection with vertical longitudinal lines.
We see it circled for three frames out of the tens of thousands that could be taken over the course of a night.

Computer image processing facilitates this type of data reduction, because a very large number of targets are tracked
simultaneously over myriads of frames. Because the spectrograms are temporal, sidereal time is correlated with both
wavelength and longitude. One possible algorithm uses data rotation. A blank table is assembled which has placeholders
for each resolved position in the sky. The amplitude of any one wavelength is added to the table as it is measured,
incremented one placeholder down after each frame. When the completed table is reviewed, there will be fields in the
table that report nothing more than background noise, but this is little different from conventional imaging wherein the
background can constitute much of the image.
2.3 Bench Demonstration of a double diffraction spectrograph
To test the concept of isolating many sources by means of double dispersion, we constructed a small system illustrated in
Figure 6. Our bench set-up consisted of a POG, a 50 mm Nikon camera lens, and a fiber fed spectrometer, the Ocean
Optics USB4000 running under the SpectraSuite® JAVA program. The spectrometer was tuned to read from 400 – 700
nm with an optical resolution of 0.5 nm. We co-mounted a color CCD camera interchangeable with the distal fiber tip so
as to facilitate alignment. Broadband halogen white light sources were assembled from track light art gallery lighting
fixtures. A photometer gave readings of the incident flux. At 5 m we measured approximately 1 μW per cm2 per nm.
Our POG was a 12.7 x 50 mm rectangular plane diffraction grating, an off-the-shelf 1800 lines/mm Optometrics No. 52407 replicated holographic grating optimized for grazing angles, typically used for tuning lasers. The reflective coating
was aluminum. Being holographic, the grooves are presumed to be sinusoidal and not favoring a direction for the
receiver. The manufacturer estimated the groove depth to be around 250 nm.
In order to fit all components, including the sources, on our small breadboard optical bench, the halogen fixtures were
placed 1 m from the POG. Three white light sources and an embedded laser pointer of nominal 650 nm (tested 648.5
nm) were superimposed over one source. The bench top is shown in Figure 6 while the sources with the embedded laser
illumination appear in Figure 7.
The initial test demonstrated the correlation of angle with wavelength for the three sources, and the wavelength of the
649 nm diode laser was clearly distinguished as per the spectrogram of Figure 8. The narrow peak associated with the
laser is due to the fact that it arrived as a plane wave, whereas the halogen lamps at 1 m displacement produced spherical
waves which broadened the baseline of each source. Figure 8 shows “First Light” on February 26, 2007, the first
spectrogram taken with our double diffraction spectrograph. Figure 9 is a spectrogram taken when the sources were
moved to a distance of 5 m. Their baselines narrow, as does their angular separation. Variations in amplitude are
attributable to variations in lateral position.
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Fig. 6 The Crucial Experiment - 50 mm POG with fiber fed spectrometer, alignment camera and photometer

Laser

Fig. 7 Three halogen artificial “stars” with a 650 nm pointer diode laser positioned directly in front of the third “star.”

Fig 8 Three “stars” vary in amplitude at fiber tip, because they are at different “latitudes.” Embedded laser is the spike.

Fig 9 Baseline widths and peak sharpness are determined by the curvature of the incident wavefront. Here the “stars” are 5
meters from the POG as distinguished from Fig. 8 where the stand-off was 1 m.

The pedestal baseline narrows as the distance from the source to the POG increases. The example of Figure 10 shows a
source at 33.3 m. A single source positioned at 5 m was moved in 0.05 inch increments corresponding to 55 arcsecond
steps, and the resulting change in the received wavelength was read out of an Ocean Optics USB4000 spectrometer. The
result is recorded in Table 1. Centroid extraction in Ocean Optic’s SpectraSuite® software provided a refinement over
raw optical resolving power, and variations in wavelength on the average of 0.135 nm were detected.
Table 1 Experimental result correlating the angular
resolution with spectral resolving power

inches
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85

deg

0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015

arc
sec
54.28

nm
555.51

0.00
54.28
108.56
162.84
217.12
271.40
325.68
379.96
434.24
488.52
542.80
597.08
651.36
705.64
759.92
814.20

555.49
555.35
555.21
555.09
554.95
554.81
554.69
554.56
554.42
554.28
554.15
554.01
553.87
553.74
553.6
553.47
553.33
Avg.

Δλ
0.012
discarded
0.14
0.14
0.12
0.14
0.14
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.14
0.13
0.14
0.135

Fig. 10 The baseline of a spike narrows as source distance increases.

3. EMBODIMENTS
3.1 POG at grazing exodus

D
r
L

Aperture and surface area are two key parameters that
characterize a telescope’s primary objective. Generally
speaking, bigger is better. The benefits of size are quite the
same with a POG as for mirrors and lenses, because both
resolving power and light collection are proportional with
respect to aperture and surface area. Because available
diffraction orders n go up in number as grating pitch p
decreases, n and p have a zero-sum effect on resolving power,
and grating length, i.e., aperture, determines resolving power.

Fig. 11 Aperture is synonymous with grating length L

As per the diagram of Figure 11, grating length L grows with receiving angle r according to L = D/cos(r) where D is the
diameter of a secondary mirror that collects the dispersion off the grating. As r → 90°, L→∞. It is true that grating
efficiency e declines as angles of reconstruction r approach grazing, but net gain from increased surface area outweighs
the loss in efficiency when we define the effective efficiency ef = eLD. We compare the parameters in Figure 12.
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Fig. 12 As the efficiency e decreases, the length L increases at a greater rate resulting in an overall increase in the effective
efficiency ef. The calculation is for D = 2 m. Efficiency prediction taken from PCGrate® simulation by Leonid Goray.

As D and r increase, so does L. To maximize L we configure the secondary at an angle of grazing exodus relative to the
POG. There is significant anamorphic magnification when the secondary collection is at this extreme off-axis pose. A
POG of kilometer scale can be modeled with D in the 2 to 30 m range. These are extraordinarily large optical elements.
The POG concept is worth studying, because a diffraction grating primary could overcome special challenges that affect
mirror primary objective astronomical telescopes as they scale up. A POG is flat, can function with no moving parts on
earth, has little wind resistance when the secondary is buried below ground, and can be deployed in space as a gossamer
membrane stowed as on a drum and unfurled in orbit. All of these features are addressed elsewhere. 2-5
The feature we address here is the unprecedented number of spectrograms than can be obtained when a POG is coupled
with a secondary spectrometer. The MOS feature falls out as a result of the double dispersion configuration. When the
spectral resolving power of the secondary spectrograph is sufficiently high to differentiate between all objects at the
magnitudes that are detectable by the telescope, the number of spectrograms taken during an observation is nearly equal
to the number of objects that can be detected. In other words, the highest resolution secondary spectrographs, perhaps
those of the échelle type at R = 100,000 or higher, offer the most simultaneous spectrograms. This contrasts with the
mirror primary survey instrument paradigm which presumes that as the number of simultaneous spectrograms increases,
the resolving power of the secondary spectrograph will decrease. The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope has no
spectrograph at all, merely several broad band filters. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) uses filters to take images

Fig. 13 POG A redirects light to secondary parabolic mirror B that focuses light on slit C of spectrograph CDE.

over several bands, but only 1% of the survey will be selected for spectroscopy at R = 2000. The MOS of the SDSS is
fiber-based, and the presumption is that there will be one spectrogram per fiber. In the double dispersion configuration,
one fiber will deliver spectrograms for all visible objects along one line of right ascension.
3.2 Multiple objects
The POG telescope, Figure 13, can be understood in familiar terms. A conventional spectrographic telescope is pointed
at the POG oriented with its considerable length on a strict east/west axis. The FoV of this novel telescope spans the free
spectral range of the POG, which in the first-order can be as much as 40° corresponding to 400-800 nm with a POG of p
= 600 nm. Production of temporal spectrograms of all objects in a line of right ascension would presume that the spectral
resolution would match the angular resolution needed to separate objects within the flux sensitivity of the instrument.
We use a table of the luminosity function at 20° latitude to generalize the requisite resolving power of the secondary.6
Table 2 Stars in a variety of windows of acquisition based on angular separation at different magnitudes
Magnitude

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

deg2 lat 20
1° x 40°
1° x 180°

0.7
28
126

2
60
270

4
160
720

8
320
1440

16
640
2880

32
1280
5760

50
2000
9000

80
3200
14400

200
8000
36000

400
16000
72000

630
25200
113400

790
31600
142200

1000
40000
180000

1580
63200
284400

R
Min. sep.

56
1.4°

120
40'

320
15'

640
7.5'

1280
3.75'

2560
1.9'

4000
1.2'

6400
45"

16000
18"

32000
9"

50400
5.7"

63200
4.6"

80000
3.6"

126400
2.3"

Following these averages, we can estimate the requisite resolving power R of the secondary spectrograph as a function of
the anticipated minimum separation between sources at designated magnitudes under the Raleigh criterion. As per Table
2, we estimate the instantaneous number of objects in the 1° x 40° row as well as a full night in the 1° x 180° row. There
are hundreds of thousands of objects per night at higher magnitudes. These are averages at 20° northern latitude. A
million objects are conceivable over certain regions of the sky with an instrument designed to maximize this capacity,
say one with a lateral view field equivalent to the SDDS, i.e., 3°. Unlike SDSS, every object will have its spectrum
taken. To achieve such a bounty, the secondary spectrometer would require a resolving power on the order of 200,000.
While it is true that contemporary high resolution spectrographs are only beginning to approach this resolving power, the
requisite improvements are largely well understood from past practices. In this unique configuration, scaling up would
be a sensible goal, since the greater the resolving power, the more spectrograms can be taken.

4. SHOW STOPPERS
The original POG telescope, invented in the nineteenth century, was a MOS, but it also exhibited coarse resolution,
ambiguous spectra, and poor S/N. However, the nineteenth century POG telescope did not have a secondary disperser.
Our double dispersion concept, traceable to Newton, has a venerable provenance. Does it also have a fatal flaw?
4.1 Calibration
Calibration of a temporal spectrograph presents a serious obstacle for ground observatories. Variation in atmospheric
transparency will cause fluctuations in energy at the receiver. Conventional mirror primary objective telescopes are
immune to this problem, because a variation in any one wavelength almost equally affects all others. With a POG, the
flux must be normalized, because each wavelength is acquired sequentially over time. It is difficult to monitor local
variations, because the angular resolution of the telescope vastly exceeds any auxiliary sighting scope used as a
reference. The problem is exacerbated by the wide FoV along the diffraction axis, as much as 40°. While a very wide
angle camera might report generalized cloud cover, it would never be able to normalize localized variations that interfere
with specific spectra. As a result, atmospheric variations could make the amplitude data unreliable.
We propose a remedy that takes advantage of the symmetry of the telescope. For a plane POG of uniform pitch, mirrors
can be placed at both ends, Figure 14. In this configuration, there are two symmetrical spectrographs. Spectrograms
should be identical but in reversed order and at different times of night for specific wavelengths with the exception of a
single unique center wavelength that would be recorded at midnight. Variations in intensity at any wavelength for any
object will indicate a fault, likely caused by absorption in the atmosphere. The normalization process could presume that
the lesser the two readings exhibits atmospheric absorption. Further correction could be made on the basis of the
behavior of adjacent bands. While this does not eliminate error, the redundancy does limit its impact.

Fig. 14 In this model, a single POG serves two secondaries which see the sky inversely with respect to wavelength.

4.2 Tempus fugit
Under the POG at grazing exodus regime, flux collection for any spectral band is controlled by the rate of precession.
For precession along the Great Circle the transit rate ω is 15 arcseconds of angle per second of time. In this case, if the
meridian is tagged as time t = 0, the angle of incidence i upon the POG can be calculated as i = ωt. Solving for t in the
Grating Equation we have:
⎡ (nλ − p sin( r )) ⎤
arcsin⎢
⎥
p
⎣
⎦
t=
ω
⎡ n[λ + λ ] − p sin( r ) ⎤
⎡ nλ − p sin( r ) ⎤
arcsin⎢ b
arcsin⎢
⎥
⎥
p
p
⎣
⎦−
⎣
⎦
tb =
ω
ω

(2)

(3)

Integration over wavelength band λb can be known by Equation (3) by bracketing λ in Equation (2). As the bandwidth
approaches an infinitesimal wavelength band, the integration time approaches zero. The telescope produces a spectrum
only for sources in precession, and the rate of precession sets the integration time of each band. A calculation with
Equation (3) confirms our earlier published assertion that the worst case integration time for the POG telescope on earth
is 2.3 sec per Å. 7 Integration times will increase at higher latitudes.
More significantly, if increase in effective integration time is desired, flux is available for as long as a portion of the
POG falls within the FoV of the secondary mirror. Overall collection can be extended over time as additional
spectrographs are deployed along the secondary mirror’s focal plane. That said, an increase in the number of
spectrographs brings diminishing returns, because for angles-of-view off the median, only a portion of the POG is
visible. So, while increasing POG length increases flux collection, high angles of grazing exodus push the working FoV
away from the central axis of the secondary mirror. If the grazing angle, (90° – r), is called θ we can define the central
axis as θ0 where cos(θ0) = nλ/p in Equation (1), that is,
cos( θ) = cos( θ0 ) − sin(ωt )

(4)

To obtain the effective integration time tef when the POG is viewed by a secondary mirror with a field-of-view Θ we use
Equation (4) and set θ0 to 90° where λ starts at 0. This gives us the complete arc of the sky as received by the secondary.
Solving Equation (4) for tef we have
tef =

800

600

tefj

400

sec
200

0

0

1

2

3

Θ
deg
Fig. 15 Integration time as a function of FoV

arcsin(cos(θ0 ) − cos(θ0 + Θ)
ω

(5)

In Figure 16 the effective integration time independent of POG length
is graphed for a FoV of the secondary mirror for angles of Θ up to 3°.
The integration period for a POG of fixed pitch is equal to the
integration period of a zenith tube with the equivalent diameter primary
mirror. The equivalency was noted in consultation with David
Mozurkewich.8 Under this constraint, there is arguably no gain in
sensitivity regardless of the size of the POG. The flux that the POG
telescope can collect is controlled by the secondary mirror; because the
acceptance of grazing radiation grows as the secondary mirror grows in
FoV to capture it. While it can be appreciated that extraordinarily large
mirrors, such as those being studied for future giant telescopes in the
25 – 100 m class carry an infrastructure penalty that a static pose may
ameliorate, and that our dual dispersion configuration will allow for
MOS performance not available with any known alternative, it is
humbling to admit that growing the length of the POG will not
necessarily increase its collection of starlight. Is this the fatal flaw?

Fig. 16 Secondary mirror M, focuses entire POG at F1 but collects only a subset at F2 (above). When the POG has a
variable pitch, (below), all radiation from the POG is collected at F1 and F2 but with a wavelength shift.

The cause of the integration time problem is illustrated in the upper section of Figure 16. To form an image at any angle
off the median of mirror M, only a portion of the POG is collected. So, there exists a central focal point F1 where the
entire POG is used, but at F2 and other focal points, only part of the POG is exploited. The benefit of adding many slits
to the POG configuration is lessened by the loss of collection as a star transits.
A possible solution to this problem would be found in chirping the pitch of the grating. This will focus the entire POG at
F1 and F2 without any intermediating mirror, as illustrated in the lower section of Figure 16. As a source transits, there
will be an offset in its center wavelength, and some wavelengths at the extrema will be lost to the cumulative flux
collection afforded by multiple slits. However, for light within the detectable bands, the entire POG surface will be used
at every slit. The extension of the POG in length will now have a proportional increase in flux collection.
Variable pitch gratings of the type that focus are typified by holograms that have a spherical wave as their object and a
plane wave as their reference. This creates a variable pitch is chirped in wavelength according to a hyperbolic function.
We have had some experience using the grazing incidence equivalent for microscopy. Scaling up hologram production
to hundreds of meters in length presents an engineering challenge but does not defy any law of physics.

The holographic primary is appropriate for a static pose of the POG. With plane gratings, however, motion along the
axis of diffraction is possible, even over a kilometer scale POG, using a Venetian blind architecture. Segments can be
tilted gradually to change incidence angles over small excursions. Such precise movement is possible using piezo
pistons. Objects could be tracked for the period the angular excursion would allow. That might be tens of seconds. In the
other dimension, any POG can be moved off its strict east/west line. The smaller dimension, the considerable width, is
rotated around the longer dimension, the diffraction axis. This will sacrifice some of the available spectrum per object,
but the growth in integration time could approach an order of magnitude.
4.3 Flatness criterion
When operating at angles of grazing exodus, the requisite flatness is forgiving. We have derived a model and run an
experiment to prove this assertion. At the extreme, if i = 90° then it can be said the theoretical limit of the POG’s
resolving power can be achieved with a flatness tolerance equal to the wavelength under study. 9 We have learned from
those practiced in the art that precision gratings are fabricated on substrates with a flatness little better than float glass.

5. CONCLUSION
Telescopes are designed according to a familiar set of principles posited nearly four centuries ago, and spectrograph
design also has a long and well rehearsed history. Practice has made perfect to the extent that mirrors are ideal for
focusing two dimensional images, particularly as achromatic concentrators. However, a spectrograph can work at cross
purposes with its achromatic primary objective mirror, since the spectrograph disperser should magnify the spectrum. It
is generally acknowledged that there is room for innovation in MOS performance with high resolution spectrographs.
We have found no precedent in the literature for our proposal to disambiguate overlapping spectra in a POG telescope by
using a secondary spectrometer. First principles of double dispersion, which could have been elucidated as early as 1666,
recently have been demonstrated empirically during simple bench tests. This may lead to an entirely new class of large
scale astronomical telescopes with unprecedented aperture, unique infrastructure features, and the capability to take a
million spectrograms in a single observation period.
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